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the.Q: Regex: match
everything except a word? I
have searched high and low,

but have been unable to
find a way to use a negative
lookbehind in javascript to
match everything except
"browser". I need this so

that if the string is
"browser=chrome" or

"browser=IE" or
"browser=Safari" the entire
string should be matched,
but only the "browser" part
should be matched. In other
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words the entire string
should be matched, but only

the string "browser=.."
should be matched, so that I

can remove the string
"browser=" from the

beginning of the string and
ending. Thanks in advance.
A: You can use the regex
/.*browser=([^\s]+)/. This

regex looks for any
character at the beginning
of the string, then it has to
find browser=, and it has to
look for anything that isn't a
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whitespace character, else
the match won't occur. Note
that [^\s] matches anything
that's not a whitespace. This
regex will match against the
strings "browser=chrome",

"browser=IE", and
"browser=Safari". To break

down the regex a little
more: .* - the dot (.) means
any character (.) which also
means that we are matching
the beginning of the string
(.) browser= - this is the

match that we are looking
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for ([^\s]+) - the
parentheses () are used to
create a set. A set consists
of a single character that is

not [ e79caf774b
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This is about How to Shot and Hit in Tennis Darts?
Tennis dart is a group of sports that is focused on

the making and hitting a continuous structure;
however, the number of games and players are
diverse. So, no matter what the game, you need

to be well to hit and also the purpose of this
article is to make you know a lot of things for

hitting and shooting. 1) What are the dimensions
of a tennis dart? The length of the frame is 220

mm, the height is 46 mm, the width is 100 mm. 2)
What is the basic way of shooting? There are

some basic ways of shooting. 1. Slinger Style 2.
Inline 3. En Passant 3) What is the difference

between the ways? There are some differences
between the ways of shooting. 1. The difference
between the sling and inline style is that, sling
style is where the dart is swung from a fixed
position, and Inline style is where the dart is

swinging from a fixed position while shooting. 2.
The difference between En Passant style and

Slinger Style is that, En Passant style is where the
dart is swung from a fixed position and then the
dart takes a straight path to the target, and the

sling style is where the dart is swung from a fixed
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position and then the dart takes a bent path to
the target. 4) What are the important points for
shooting to take off? There are some important
points for shooting to take off. 1. Swing at an

angle as it passes through the center of a racket.
2. Swing as fast as possible. 3. Swing until it

touches the target. 4. Keep your hand shoulder
width apart from the net and your hand is at an

angle of 90 degrees to the rim. 5) Do you need to
hold your dart? You do not need to hold the dart.
6) Should you crouch or stand? Crouch or stand
according to your skill and condition. If you are a

beginner, crouch. If you are a skilled player,
stand. 7) How to aim to score? The aim is to hit

the center of the target, a score of zero. 8) What
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